
 

 

Hey skateshop pals, 
 
…the last time we sent these tees out the world was pretty different 

huh? Global pandemics were a thing from the past, artificial intelligence 
was a thing from the future, your gas bill was less than a grand a month 
and skateboard decks were £50. Dunno what happened in the interim, 
but we are glad to still be here. 

 
Sadly the golden harvest that should have followed the Olympics 

didn’t really materialise. Instead of basking in the sweet waterfall of cash 
that competitive skateboarding was supposed to send flowing over our 
boughs, we find ourselves clinging to the wreckage of globalism amidst 
a sea of unsold skateboards. 

 
But that’s all fine! One way or another we’re gonna make it. The 

culture of skateboarding is stronger than the forces of economic 
destruction that are sweeping the globe. We have all been through ups 
and downs in skateboarding’s popularity and compared to the last time 
things are still pretty good.  

 
There are still enough independent shops for skaters to be able to 

travel to new places and hook up with new friends. To find a spot to 
skate, a place to crash, a party to visit. The culture is still alive and it’s 
able to weather any storm and we’ll pop out the other side even 
stronger. 

 
To help feed the fire of hope, we wanted to send another missive to 

the massive to bump that positive energy and maybe spark some 
collaborative action! Big up all the independents, big up the UK skate 
scene, big up every skater getting out there and rolling and creating the 
spirit we all share. Hope you’re all doing ok out there and here’s some 
stuff we made for you. 

 
Just like last time we’d love to get some UK shop tees on the rack 

here at CSC so people can check them out. If you want to send us one 
back, go for it. If you want us to pay for it, we’re down for that too! Just 
pick your best shirt for us to buy! Big love. Support independent skate 
businesses and let’s just all try to get out of here in one piece :D 

 
Your friends at CSC x  


